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InformalConceptionsof Probability
Clifford Konold
Scientific Reasoning Research Institute
University of Massachusetts

A model of informal reasoning under conditions of uncertainty, the outcome
approach, was developed to account for the nonnormative responses of a
subset of 16 undergraduates who were interviewed. For individuals who
reason according to the outcome approach, the goal in questions of uncertainty is to predict the outcome of an individual trial. Their predictions take
the form of yes-no decisions on whether an outcome will occur on a particular
trial. These predictions are then evaluated as having been either right or
wrong. Their predictions are often based on a deterministic model of the
situation. In follow-up interviews using a different set of problems, responses
of outcome-oriented participants were predicted. In one problem, their
responses were at variance both with normative interpretations of probability
and with the "representativeness heuristic" (Kahneman & Tversky, 1972).
Although the outcome approach is inconsistent with formal theories of
probability, its components are logically consistent and reasonable in the
context of everyday decision making.

A weather forecast includes the prediction of a 70% chance of rain; lotteries
and sweepstakes publish the odds of winning; studies report the failure rates
of various methods of birth control. Information of this sort is intended to
help people make more reasonable decisions. Yet recent research on human
decision making in situations involving uncertainty has revealed that
peoples' judgments are frequently not in agreement with probability and
statistical theory (Kahneman, Slovic, & Tversky, 1982; Peterson & Beach,
1967; Pollatsek, Konold, Well, & Lima, 1984).
Amos Tversky and Daniel Kahneman have provided the most integrative
account to date of the discrepancies between normative and actual judgments under uncertainty. According to Tversky and Kahneman (1983), two
general types of cognitions are potentially available in making probabilistic
Requestsfor reprintsshould be sent to Clifford Konold, ScientificReasoningResearch
Institute,HasbrouckLaboratory,Universityof Massachusetts,Amherst,MA 01003.
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judgments. On the one hand, people have acquiredsome knowledgeof
randomevents and basic probabilitytheory that allows them to calculate
the chanceof variouseventsin simplechancesetups.Most peopleknow, for
example, that p(A) + p(A) = 1, and that for setups with equally likely
outcomes, the probabilityof a particularevent is equal to the numberof
outcomes favorableto that event divided by the total numberof equally
likely outcomes (the classical interpretationof probability).Piaget and
Inhelder(1951/1975)concludedthat, by the age of 12, most childrencan
reasonprobabilisticallyabout a varietyof randomgeneratingdevices.
In addition to these capabilities, however, people have developed a
numberof judgmentheuristicsfor analyzingcomplex, real-worldevents.
Theseheuristics,accordingto Tverskyand Kahneman(1983),are basedon
a collection of "naturalassessments"that operate on a nonconscious,
perceptuallevel. Althoughmanydecisionsbasedon naturalassessmentsare
congruentwiththose that wouldbe madeon the basisof probabilitytheory,
there are many situationsfor which this is not true, wherethe perceptual
processesand associatedjudgmentheuristicslead to "statisticalillusions."
Kahnemanand Tversky developed problems for which the use of these
heuristicsled to judgment errors, and used high rates of nonnormative
responsesto these problemsto supportthe claim that, for those untrained
in formal probability, these heuristics form the basis of probability
judgments.
One exampleof a heuristic-basedjudgmenterror is the belief that the
sequenceMMMMMMof male and female birthsin a family is less likely
thanthe sequenceMFFMMF.Kahnemanand Tversky(1972)suggestedthat
this conclusionis reachedthroughapplyinga "representativeness
heuristic,"
accordingto which the probabilityof a sampleis estimatedby noting the
degreeof similaritybetweenthe sampleand parentpopulation.Becausethe
sequence MFFMMF is more similar to the population proportion of
approximatelyhalf males and half femalesand becauseit appearsto better
reflect the random process underlyingsex determination,it is judged as
more likely. Accordingto probabilitytheory, all possible sequencesare
equallylikely.
Asked to comparethe frequencyof words in the Englishlanguagethat
begin with r with those that have r as the third letter, most people
incorrectlyconclude that the former are more frequent. According to
Tverskyand Kahneman(1973), this judgmentis made via the "availability
heuristic,"accordingto which the probabilityor frequencyof an event is
relatedto the ease or difficultyof recallingrelevantinstancesof that event.
Becauseit is easierfor most people to searchmentallyfor wordsaccording
to their first letter, they mistakenlyconcludethat words beginningwith r
occur more frequently.
Whenpeoplemake probabilisticdecisions,both the collectionof natural
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assessmentsand more formal, conceptualknowledgeof probabilitytheory
are presumablyavailable.Whichof these is appliedin a particularinstance
is a functionnot only of individualdifferencesin knowledgeof probability
theory but also of situationvariables.Nisbett, Krantz,Jepson, and Kunda
(1983) arguedthat people with little formal trainingin probabilitytend to
analyze a situation probabilisticallywhen (a) the sample space is easily
recognizable(e.g., when the event is repeatableand outcomesare symmetric) and (b) the role of chance is salient (e.g., in coin flipping and urn
drawing). On the other hand, even people who have had considerable
training in the application of probabilisticmodels can be led to the
unconscious application of natural assessmentsfor situations that they
know call for a probabilisticanalysis(Tversky& Kahneman,1971).
FORMALAND INFORMALCONCEPTIONSOF
PROBABILITY
Hidden in the precedingaccount is the assumption that, regardlessof
whetherone uses heuristicsor formalprobabilityknowledge,the individual
has the goal of arrivingat the probabilityof the eventin question.Although
the valuethat is finallyarrivedat may be nonnormative,the meaningof the
valueis assumedto lie somewherein the rangeof acceptableinterpretation.
The purpose of this study was to explore the possibilitythat errorsin
reasoningunderuncertaintyarise not only from indiscriminateapplication
of natural assessments, but also from analyses based on a different
understandingof the goal in reasoningunderuncertainty.This hypothesis
was formulatedon the basis of observationsmadein an earlierstudy(Well,
Pollatsek, & Konold, 1983) in which several participantsrespondedto
probabilisticstatementsas if those statementswere true with certainty.In
the study reportedhere, evidencefor errorsresultingfrom a nonstandard
interpretationof probabilitywas sought by examiningparticipants'verbalizationsas they reasonedaboutvarioussituationsinvolvinguncertainty.On
the basis of their statements, a model of nonstandardreasoning under
uncertaintywas formulated.Accordingto this model, referredto as the
outcome approach,the goal in dealing with uncertaintyis to predictthe
outcome of a single next trial. For example, many participantsgiven an
irregularlyshapedbone to roll and askedwhichside was most likelyto land
upright appearedto interpretthe question as a request to predict the
outcome of a single trial. These same individualstended to evaluatetheir
predictions as being correct or incorrect after one trial. Furthermore,
outcome-orientedparticipantsoften based predictionson a causalanalysis
of the situation.Numbersassignedas "probabilities"
wereusedoccasionally
to gauge the strengthof these perceivedcausal factors. More typically,
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assigned probabilitiesserved as modifiers of the yes-no prediction,with
50% meaningthat no sensiblepredictioncould be made.
The outcome approachdiffers from formal theoriesof probabilityand
will be contrastedin particularto the frequentistand personalistinterpretations. To the frequentist,a probabilityis meaningfulonly with respectto
some repeatableeventand is definedas the relativefrequencyof occurrence
of an event in an infinite (or very large) numberof trials (Reichenbach,
1949;von Mises, 1957).This is viewedas an "objective"theorybecausethe
frequentistregardsthe probabilityas referringto an empirical,verifiable
quantity. A rival subjective theory is the personalistinterpretation(de
Finetti, 1972;Savage, 1954),whichholds that a statementof probabilityof
some event communicatesthe degreeof belief of the speaker(measuredby
the amountthat would define a "fairbet")that the event will occur.
Though theoristsquibbleover whethersome event ought to be assigned
a probability,and over the interpretationof the probability,the various
schools generallyderiveidenticalprobabilitiesfor eventsthey all agreeare
probabilistic.For example,the probabilityin coin flippingof the outcome
headswouldbe determinedas .5 on the basis of the classicalinterpretation,
becausethe ratio of favorableto total numberof equallylikelyalternatives
is 1 to 2. For the frequentistit would be .5 if the limit of the relative
frequency of heads approaches .5 as the number of trials approaches
infinity. Accordingto the personalistinterpretation,differentpeoplecould
validlyassigndifferentvaluesto the probabilityof a particularcoin based
on theirbeliefs about factorssuch as the fairnessof the coin, the character
of the persondoing the flipping, the techniqueof flipping. In formalizing
a personalistview, however, theorists have included various adjustment
of initial probabilities
mechanismsrequiringthe revision(or "calibration")
given new informationabout the actual occurrenceof the event. Savage
(1954), for example,advocatedthe use of Bayes'stheoremto reviseinitial
beliefs. Givenenoughdata aboutthe frequencyof occurrenceof headswith
a particularcoin, subjectiveprobabilitiesare thus constrainedto converge
on the frequentists'limit. It is at this level that the outcome approachis
contrastedto formaltheoriesof probability.That is, the outcome-oriented
individualdoes not regardfrequencyinformationas relevantin caseswhere
formal theoriesall would agreethat it is.
OVERVIEWOF STUDY
In this study, participantswereinterviewedon two occasions. In Interview
1, a set of questionsdealingwithvariousaspectsof probabilitywas givento
16 undergraduates.Videotapes of these interviewswere analyzed, and
aspectsof students'reasoningthat wereat variancewith formalprobability
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theorywereidentified.Proceedingon the assumptionthat therewerelogical
connectionsbetweenvariousstatementsthat studentsmade, a two-feature
modelof theirreasoning,the outcomeapproach,was developed.Responses
that could be regardedas indicatorsof reasoningconsistentwith featuresof
the outcomeapproachwerethen coded. On the basis of this coding, a score
was generatedfor each student reflectingthe degree of adherenceto the
outcome approach.Interview2 was then conductedto test the predictive
validityof the outcomeapproach.Threequartersof the groupreturnedfor
Interview2 and were given another set of problems for which specific
predictionshad beenmadeon the basis of theirperformancein Interview1.
Together, these data suggest that the account given by Tversky and
Kahneman(1983) is incomplete, that some people arrive at probabilistic
judgments neither according to formal theory nor through judgment
heuristics,but via an alternativeinterpretationof probabilityfor whichthe
objectiveis the successfulpredictionof individualtrials.
INTERVIEW 1

Method
Participants. Interview1 was undertakento identify aspects of people's reasoningthat were nonnormativeyet were appliedconsistentlyto a
varietyof problemsinvolvinguncertainty.Sixteenundergraduatestudents
at the Universityof Massachusettsat Amherst were interviewedas they
attemptedto solve word problemsinvolvinguncertainoutcomes. Students
volunteeredto participatein returnfor extracreditin a psychologycourse.
Problems. The three problemsand follow-upquestionsused in Interview 1 are presentedhere in abbreviatedform. (The problems in their
entiretyare includedin the Appendix.)
Weatherproblem. What does it mean when a weather forecaster
says that tomorrow there is a 70% chance of rain? Suppose the
forecastersaid that therewas a 70% chanceof raintomorrowand, in
fact, it didn'train. Whatwouldyou concludeaboutthe statementthat
therewas a 70% chanceof rain?Supposeyou wantedto find out how
good a particularforecaster'spredictionswere. You observedwhat
happened on 10 days for which a 70% chance of rain had been
reported.On 3 of those 10 days, therewas no rain. What would you
concludeabout the accuracyof this forecaster?
Misfortuneproblem. I know a person to whom all the following
things happenedon the same day. First, his son "totaled"the family
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car and was seriously injured. Next, he was late for work and nearly
got fired. In the afternoon he got food poisoning at a fast-food
restaurant. Then in the evening he got word that his father had died.
How would you account for all these things happening on the same
day?
Bone problem. I have here a bone that has six surfaces. I've written
the letters A through F, one on each surface. If you were to roll that,
which side do you think would most likely land upright? How likely is
it that x will land upright? [Student is asked to roll the bone to see
what happens.] What do you conclude about your prediction? What
do you conclude having rolled the bone once? Would rolling the bone
more times help you conclude which side is most likely to land
upright?
The problems were selected to vary along several dimensions. A diverse
set of problems was used not to see how student responses might vary over
problem-type, as in the case of Nisbett et al. (1983), but rather to search for
student response-types that persisted across different problems. One indication that the problems do differ is given by their ranking according to the
criteria mentioned by Nisbett et al. The bone problem involves (a) a
reasonably clear sample space and evident repeatability of trials, (b) easily
identified chance factors, and (c) strong cultural prescription toward
viewing the phenomena statistically. The misfortune problem exemplifies
what Monod (1972) referred to as "absolute coincidence," which involves
the convergence of independent chains of events. (A possible dependency
between the car accident and the late arrival at work was intended, but all
other relations among the events were intended to suggest independence.)
The misfortune problem involves (a) both an ambiguous sample space and
trial unit, (b) unclear chance factors in that there is no obvious randomizing
mechanism, and (c) a situation that is frequently not viewed statistically
(Falk, 1981). The weather problem (a) is intermediate in the clarity of
sample space and repeatability of trials, (b) involves nonapparent chance
factors, and (c) is intermediate on cultural prescription to view statistically.
One feature that is consistent across problems is that the elementary
outcomes are not equally likely.
The problems also involve a variety of tasks. In the bone problem,
students are asked to identify and then generate an estimate of the
associated probability of the most likely outcome. In the weather problem,
they are asked to interpret a numeric probability, and in the misfortune
problem, to provide an explanation of an event. The task of generating
probabilities fits into task categories developed by Howell and Burnett
(1978). But the tasks of "explaining" an event (categorizing it as a product
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of chance or of specific causes) and of explicating the meaning of a
probabilitydo not appearin their taxonomy.
Procedure. I interviewedstudents individuallyin a session lasting
approximately1 hr. Students were instructedthat they would be given
several problems requiringreasoning about situations involving uncertainty. They were told that the particularanswersthey gave were of less
interestthan the reasoningthat led to the answer.Accordingly,they were
instructed to "think aloud" as they attempted to solve each problem,
verbalizingtheir thoughts as they occurred rather than attempting to
reconstructthem at some later time. A felt pen and a pad of paper were
providedfor theiruse. Studentswereinformedthat the interviewwould be
videotaped,and the recordingequipmentwas in full view.
The problemswere presentedorally. Two orders of presentationwere
used, the orderbeing alternatedon each successiveinterview.OrderA was
the sequence:weather,bone, misfortune.OrderB was the reversesequence.
The majorityof probesused duringthe interviewconsistedof requeststo
repeata statementand remindersto verbalize.However,unplannedprobes
wereused occasionallyin an attemptto furtherelucidatestudents'thinking.

Results and Discussion
A qualitativeanalysisof the interviewprotocolssuggestedthat a subsetof
studentswas reasoningaccordingto a nonnormative,yet coherent, belief
system.This systemcan be characterizedas involvingtwo generalfeatures:
(a) the tendencyto interpretquestionsabout the possibilityof an outcome
as requeststo predictthe outcome of a single trial and (b) the relianceon
causal as opposed to stochasticexplanationsof outcome occurrenceand
variability.
To give an initialimpressionof this belief system,hereafterreferredto as
the outcomeapproach,two compositeinterviewsarejuxtaposedin Table 1.
On the left is a prototype of the outcome approach; on the right, a
prototype of a frequencyinterpretation.These prototypes assemble excerptsfrom severalstudents(as noted at the beginningof each excerpt)and
should be regardedas ideal characterizations.Only a few of the students'
individualprotocolsclosely resembleeitherprototype.
In the remainderof this section, the two features of the outcome
approachare describedmore formally and exemplifiedwith referenceto
numberedexcerptsin Table 1.
Predicting Single Trials
Two typesof statementsindicatedthat some studentsperceivedtheirgoal
as predictingoutcomes of single trials. These statementsconsisted of (a)

TABLE 1
Comparison of Outcome and Frequentist Responses
OutcomeApproach

FrequencyInterpretation
WeatherProblem

I: Whatdoes it meanwhena weatherforecastersays that tomorrowthereis a 70% chance
of rain?
S4: 70% meansthat the chancesthat it will
(1) S5: Whatit meansis they can see all
these cloud patternsformingand moving rain are 7 out of 10, accordingto him.
into a particulararea, but they'renot as
denseas, say, a hurricanewhereyou can
absolutelypredictwhereit's going to go.
-that meansit was a total cloud
100%o
thing comingover the area.
I: Whatdoes the number,in this case the 70%, tell you?
(2) S6: Well, it tells me that it's over 500%, S4: Well, it says that there'sa 30% chance
that it isn'tgoing to rain.
and so, that'sthe first thing I think of.
And, well, I think of the half-waymark
between50%7and, say 100%to be like,
well, 75%o.And it's almostthat, and I
thinkthat'sa prettygood chancethat
there'llbe rain.
I: Supposethe forecastersaid therewas a 70% chanceof raintomorrowand, in fact, it
didn'train the next day. Whatwould you concludeabout the statementthat therewas a
70% chanceof rain?
S4: Well, on the basis of just the sample,I
(3) S12: Well, that maybethey just fouled
up. Or duringthe night, the precipitation thinkan unrationalresponsewould be that
the predictionwas wrong.But, in fact, 30%
or somethingchangedin a different
is a prettygood probabilitythat it's-it's not
directionbecauseof otheroutside
minisculethat it's not going to rain.
factors.
I: Supposeyou wantedto find out how good a particularforecaster'spredictionswere. You
observedwhat happenedon 10 days for whicha 70%0chanceof rain had been reported.On
3 of those 10 days therewas no rain. Whatwouldyou concludeabout the accuracyof this
forecaster?
(4) S3: Well, I supposehe probablyshould
do betterthan that. I assumethey're
tryingtheirbest. They'renot tryingto
feed you wronginformation.

S2: He was exactlyright. Sevenout of 10
timesis 70%. And he concluded70% chance
of rain all 10 times. So-70% of all the
time.

I: What shouldhave been predictedon the days it didn'train?
(5) S12: Well, he could eitherhave said that
there'sa chancethat it mightrain rather
than beingmore definite,or just said
"mild,"you know, "someclouds,"or
somethinglike that ratherthan being
specific.
(Continued)
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TABLE 1 (Continued)
Outcome Approach

Frequency Interpretation
Misfortune Problem

I: I know of a person to whom all of the following things happened on the same day....
How would you account for all these things happening on the same day?
(6) S5: I'm trying to figure out if the order
you gave me was the order that they
happened, or if his father died - or he
went out to a family restaurant with his
family and they got food poisoning, and
because he was sick, while he was
driving he smashed up the car. His
father died in the accident, and he was
on his way to work so he was late.

S2: It's arbitary, somewhat. It just occurred.
I don't see any other way I could explain
how they all occurred on the same day. I
could see how if the guy totaled his car, he'd
probably be late for work. Even though it's
unlikely to occur, like if it only happens 1 in
1,000 times, if you live 1,000 days the odds
are it's going to happen to you. So even
though it's unlikely for an everyday occurrence, when you consider all the days that
you live, it's not so unlikely.

Bone Problem
I: If you were to roll this, which side do you think would most likely land upright?
S2: I don't think I could tell you without
(7) S9: Wow. If I were a math major, this
would be easy. B is nice and flat, so if D rolling it. This is not like a die, and I think
fell down, B would be up. I'd go with B. that there is no way of knowing personally
without experimentation.
S4: I could only give my best guess. I'd have
to say B up.
I: And about how likely do you think B is to land upright?
(8) S9: I wouldn't say it's much more likely.
It depends on the roll, I think.

S4: I'll give a big bias to B. I'll say 33%o.

I: So what do you conclude, having rolled it once?
(9) S10: Wrong again. [B] didn't come up.

S15: I don't conclude anything. Can I roll it
again?

I: Would rolling it more times help you conclude which side, if any, was most likely to land
upright?
(10) S9: No, I don't know. I think it's difficult to decide which is more likely. I
don't see how you really can, just by
looking at it. That's my opinion.
Note.

SI: Oh definitely. I mean that's the only way
I could tell for sure. I think the only way
with a thing like this is to just keep rolling it
and just record the results.

I = interviewer; Sl = Student 1, and so on.
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qualitative(yes-no) predictionsand (b) right-wrongevaluationsof predictions.
Qualitative predictions. In the outcome approach, predictions of
single trialstake the form of "yes,""no,"and occasionally"I don't know"
decisionsof whethera particularoutcome will occur. This contrastswith
the frequencyinterpretationin whichthe objectivetypicallyis to predicta
global index of the entiresample, such as the mean or percentageof some
outcome in a seriesof trials. Four studentstranslatedthe statement"70%
chanceof rain"into the more definitivequalitativestatement,"It'sgoing to
rain."This translationwas usuallyaccomplishedby using the rangeof 0%
as a decisioncontinuum,with0% meaningno, 100%meaningyes,
to 100%o
and 50% meaning I don't know. Intermediatevalues were ultimately
associatedwith one of these threeanchoror decisionpoints accordingto a
vague and variableproximitycriterion.Thus, 70% was consideredsufficiently above 50% to warrant identification with 100%, or yes, with
perhapssome associatedexpectationof error (see Excerpt2). Given this
qualitative (yes-no) interpretationof the probability range, 50% was
viewedby 3 studentsnot as a predictiveforecast,but as an admissionby the
forecasterof total ignoranceabout the outcome. For example, Student9
replied:
It'snot 100%0
chanceand its not 50-50, so he'snot guessing.If he said
50-50 chance I'd kind of think that was strange . . . that he didn't

reallyknowwhathe was talkingabout, becauseonly 50-50-"it might
rain or it might be sunny, I reallydon't know."
Evaluation of predictions.

In both the bone and weatherproblems,

several students indicated that a probability value was either right or wrong
after the occurrence of a single trial. This evaluation suggests that they

perceivethe goal in such situationsas correctpredictionof single trials.
In the weather problem, a situation was posed in which no rain fell on a
day for which a 70% chance of rain had been estimated. Asked what they
would conclude about the accuracy of the statement that there was a 70%
chance of rain, 6 students responded that the statement must have been
incorrect (see Excerpt 3). Students were also questioned about the accuracy
of a forecaster who had predicted 70% chance of rain for 10 days, when in
fact no rain was recorded on 3 of the 10 days. Theoretically, 7 days of rain
out of 10 is the most likely outcome given an accurate 70% forecast on each
day. Three of the students' responses were consistent with this reasoning.
Nine students concluded, however, that the forecaster was only "pretty
accurate," suggesting that there was room for improvement (see Excerpt 4).
Four students expressed a conflict over whether the forecaster was perfectly
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accurateor not. At the heartof this conflictwas the questionof whetherthe
forecasteris trying to formulate(a) an accuratepredictionof the relative
frequencyof rainy days or (b) a decision about whetheror not it will, in
fact, rain. Student8 concluded:
Well, he's looking at an individual day-particular

day-and

he's

settingup percentageson one day. And you can'treallyextendthat to
an amount of time, I don't think.
In the bone problem, studentswere first asked to make an initial guess
regardingwhich side of the bone was most likely to land upright. After
stating a probabilitythat the chosen side would land upright, they were
asked to roll the bone. Nine studentsremarkedthat their guess was either
right or wrong havingobservedthe resultof one trial (see Excerpt9).
Students'statementsfrom both the bone and weatherproblemssuggest
that a subsetof studentsencodedrequestsfor probabilitiesas requestsfor
a decisionof which alternativewould occur on a particulartrial. Once the
trial had been conducted,these predictionswere retrospectivelyevaluated
as havingbeen rightor wrong. Whenprobabilitieswereprovided,as in the
weatherproblem,they were not interpretedas probabilitiesper se, but as
values that could be used to formulatea yes-no decision.

PredictingOutcomes FromCauses
For each problem,severalstudentsmade statementsindicatingthat they
generatedor interpretedprobabilityestimatesvia a causal analysisof the
problemsituation.
Weather problem. For the weatherproblem, studentswere asked to
explain the meaning of the numberin the proposition, "Thereis a 70%o
chanceof rain."Four of them suggestedthat the 70% was a measureof the
strengthof a factor that would producerain (e.g., 70% humidityor 70%
cloud cover; see Excerpt 1). Three students used causal explanationsto
accountfor the nonoccurrenceof rain given the forecastof 70% chanceof
rain (see Excerpt3).
Misfortune problem. Eight studentsgave other-than-chanceexplanations of the severallow-probabilityevents in the misfortuneproblem. Six
studentstriedto embedall the eventsin a causalsequenceso that eachcould
be seen as resultingdirectlyfrom a precedingevent (see Excerpt6). Five
studentsreliedon explanationsthat involvedcausal agentssuch as God or
the stars.
Bone problem. In the bone problem,5 studentsexpressedreservations
about whetheradditionaltrialswould be helpfulin determiningwhichside
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was most likelyto land upright(see Excerpt10). Threeof these individuals
suggestedthat more reliableinformationcould be obtained from careful
inspectionof the bone than from conductingtrials. Threestudentsdid not
use the providedresultsof 1,000 trials to predictthe results of 10 trials.
Eight studentsattributedvariationsamong trials to the way the bone was
rolled.
It needs to be stressedthat a formal probabilisticapproachdoes not
necessitatethe denialof underlyingcausalmechanismsin the case of chance
events.Hypothetically,one can imaginedescribingthe last in a seriesof 100
tosses of a faircoin in sufficientdetailthat it couldbe seento be determined
by precedingevents. In practice,however,a causaldescriptionis often seen
as impracticalif not impossible (e.g., von Mises, 1957, pp. 208-209).
Acceptinga currentstate of limited knowledge,a probabilisticapproach
adopts a "black-box"model accordingto which underlyingcausal mechanisms, if not denied, are ignored.The mechanisticmodel is not abandoned
in the outcome approach.The goal of predictingthe resultsof individual
trials in a yes-no fashion seems to imply the possibilityof determining
beforehandthe resultsof each individualtrial.

Degree of Adherenceto the OutcomeApproach
A varietyof responsesto the problemsused in Interview1 suggestthat
some individualsoccasionallyemploya nonstandardapproachto probability. The salient featuresof this approachare (a) predictingoutcomes of
singletrials, (b) interpretingprobabilitiesas predictionsand thus evaluating
probabilitiesas either right or wrong after a single occurrence,and (c)
basingprobabilityestimateson causalfeaturesratherthan on distributional
information.
Table 2 summarizesthe statementsmade by each student that were
indicativeof the featuresjust listed. Brief descriptionsof the statement
types are listed down the left of the table, groupedby featureand, within
feature, by problem. The checkmarks(u-) encounteredreadingdown the
table under a student'snumberindicatethe outcome-orientedstatements
made by that particularstudent.
Inspectionof Table2 indicatesthat the outcomeapproachis not a belief
systemthat individualseitherdo or do not hold. All but 2 studentsgave at
least one outcome-orientedresponse. Some responses were made by a
majorityof students(e.g., right-wrongevaluationin the bone problem),
whereas others were made by only a fifth of them (e.g., "50% means
anythingcan happen").Ratherthan viewing the outcome approachas a
discretecategory,it is viewedhereas a set of beliefsthat individualshold to
differingdegrees.
The outcomescoresat the bottom of Table2 weredeterminedby adding

Outcome-Oriented

TABLE 2
Responses:

Interview

Student
Problem

Response Category

1*

2*

3

4*

6

5

7

8*

Single-Trial Feature: Evaluative Response
Bone
Weather

,

Prediction, right/wrong
Forecaster right/wrong
7/10 - pretty accurate

,

-

-

Cb

C

C

Single-Trial Feature: Qualitative Interpretation
Weather

o

50% < 70%o< 100%
70% - rain
50% - anything can happen

,o
o
Causal Feature

Bone

Weather
Misfortune

Additional trials no help
Ignore data from 1,000 rolls
Predict via physical features
Variability due to "the roll"
70% - strength of causes
No rain - change of weather
No mention of chance
External, controlling force
Internal, causal connection

Total outcome score

-

-

,

-o

o
,-

O
-o

,-

,A-

2

0

9

0

6

4

aStudents with starred numbers had had a college or high-school statistics course.
bC indicates conflict between "good" and "perfect" accuracy.

-

,

2

4
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the number of outcome-orientedstatements checked for each student.
These scoresservein Interview2 as a measureof an individual'sdegreeof
adherenceto the outcome approach.Possible scores rangedfrom 0 to 15,
with higherscoresindicatingan outcomeorientation.The medianfor the 16
studentswas 4.17, with actual scores rangingfrom 0 to 13. The students
with low outcomescoresin generalgave responsesthat wereconsistentwith
a formalinterpretationof probability.Theseresponseswerenot coded, but
are exemplifiedin Table 1. Studentswho had taken a statisticscourse (as
noted in Table 2) tended to receivelower outcome scores than those who
had not, with means of 2.17 and 6.9, respectively.
INTERVIEW 2

Data from Interview1 were analyzedqualitativelyto developa model, the
outcomeapproach,of nonstandardreasoningunderuncertainty.A second
set of interviewswith the same participantswas conductedto (a) establish
that, within individuals,outcome-orientedresponsestend to be consistent
across problemsand (b) test the power of the model to predict specific
responsesthat had not been observedin Interview1.
Method
Participants. Twelveof the original16 studentsreturnedto participate
in the follow-up interviews.Outcome scores from Interview1 for these
studentsrangedfrom 0 to 13, with a mean of 5.3 and a medianof 4.5. The
other4 students,who could not be located, had meanand medianoutcome
scores of 4.5 and 3.5, respectively.Approximately5 months had elapsed
between Interviews1 and 2. The length of this intervalresultedfrom the
time required to analyze the data from Interview 1 and develop the
problemsand predictionsfor Interview2. Duringthis time Students 1, 2,
and 6 had enrolled in an introductorystatistics course and were near
completionwhen interviewed.Students1 and 2 had taken statisticspreviously in high school.
Problems and procedure. Four problemswere employed. The cab
problemhas been used in previousresearch(Kahneman& Tversky, 1972).
The threeremainingproblemsweredevelopedand then standardizedin 14
pilot interviews.All four problemsare presentedhere in abbreviatedform
in theirorderof occurrencein the interview.The problemsare presentedin
their entiretyin the Appendix.
Cabproblem. [Studentis askedto readthe cab problemaloud.] "A
cab was involved in a hit-and-run accident at night. Two cab
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companies, the Green and the Blue, operate in the city. You are given
the following data:
1. 857o of the cabs in the city are Green and 15% are Blue.
2. A witness identified the cab as a Blue cab. The court tested his
ability to identify cabs under the appropriate visibility conditions. When presented with a sample of cabs, half of which were
Blue and half of which were Green, the witness made correct
identifications in 807o of the cases and erred in 20% of the cases.
What is the probability that the cab involved in the accident was Blue
rather than Green?"
Bone 2 problem. Last time you were asked which side of this bone
you thought would most likely land upright. Do you remember which
side you concluded? [The bone is held far enough away so that the
labels cannot be read.] I'm going to ask you the same question again.
And to give you something to base your answer on, I'll offer you any
one of the following pieces of information. [Student is shown the list
as the interviewer reads the items.]
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

A measure of surface area of each side.
The results of 100 rolls made by 16 people.
The results I got in 1,000 rolls.
A drawing of the bone showing the center of gravity.
The bone to look at.
The results of your last 10 rolls.

Painted-die problem. I have here a six-sided die. Suppose I painted
five of the surfaces black and the other one white. If I rolled the
painted die six times, would I be more likely to get six blacks or five
blacks and one white? If I rolled it 60 times, how many times would
you expect the white surface to come up?
Modeling problem. Would there be a ... way that we could make a
model of the bone so that, instead of rolling the bone, we could pick
something out of a container and get the same kind of results? [If a
student cannot generate a model, four possible models are suggested
in succession, and the student is asked to comment on their appropriateness. When, and if, the student settles on a model of the bone,
he or she is asked the following questions:] Suppose I rolled the bone
100 times and kept track of what I got, then I drew 100 times from this
can filled with the labeled stones. If I showed you the results from
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both, could you tell from looking at the results which I got from
rollingthe bone and whichfrom drawingfromthe container?In those
100 trials with the bone and the container,do you think with one of
those I'dbe morelikelythanwith the otherto get no Es? Do you think
I'd be more likely with one of those to get moreDs in 100trialsthan
with the other?
Initialinstructionsto studentsweresimilarto those given in Interview1.
They were told that they would be given several problems involving
uncertainoutcomes. They were remindedto "thinkaloud"and to use the
pen and paper for any figuringthey might want to do. All the problems
exceptthe cab problemwerepresentedorally.The entireinterviewrequired
approximately40 min.

Results and Discussion
The four problemsused in Interview2 weredesignedto determinewhether
the responsesof outcome-orientedindividualsto anotherset of questions
could be predicted.To test these predictions,scoresbased on performance
in Interview2 were correlatedwith the outcome score that summarized
students'performancein Interview1.
Although the full rationale for choosing these four problemsis made
clearin the subsequentdiscussion,I summarizesome of theirfeatureshere.
In priorresearchusing the cab problem,participantshad made statements
consistentwith the single-trialpredictionfeatureof the outcomeapproach.
The cab problemwas selectedfor Interview2 as an independentmeasureof
the consistencyof this feature over problemsand sessions. In the bone 2
problem,studentswereagainaskedto predictoutcomesof rollingthe same
bone used in Interview1. A differentset of probeswas used to determine
whetherestimateswerebeinggeneratedprimarilyfrom frequencyinformation or from physicalfeaturesof the bone. Giventhat the unit of analysis
in the outcome approachis the single trial, it was predictedthat outcomeorientedstudentswouldsolvethe painted-dieproblemby firstimaginingthe
resultsof eachindividualtrialand then concatenatingtheseresultsto obtain
the solutionfor six trials. Becauseblackis the best guess for each of the six
individualtrials, it was predictedthat outcome-orientedstudents would
believe that six blacks are more likely than the normativesolution of five
blacks, one white. Finally, the modelingproblemwas designedto test the
validity of the causal feature. It was predicted that outcome-oriented
students would not believe that an urn model could be constructedto
simulate the results of rolling the bone, because salient causal features
would be altered.
In the remainderof this section, each problem and the associated
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predictionsare discussedin turn. After specifying the predictionsmade
prior to conductingthe interviews,correlationsbetween performancein
Interviews 1 and 2 are reported, and then selected excerpts from the
interviewsthat pertainto the predictionsare discussed.
Cab problem. The cab problem (originally used by Kahneman&
Tversky, 1972)has been used to study individuals'reluctanceto take into
account base rates (in this case the relativenumberof the two colors of
cabs) in the formulationof probabilityestimates.Well et al. (1983), using
an interviewformat, reportedthat many participantsbelieved they were
being askednot the probabilitythat the errantcab was blue, but whetherit
was blue. In addition, numeric answers that participantswere asked to
providein manycasesseemedto be only loosely basedon the numbersgiven
in the problem.Theseobservationsare similarto students'responsesto the
bone and weatherproblems.
Given that the outcome approach describes a general orientation to
uncertainty, those who responded in an outcome-orientedfashion in
Interview1 should respondin a similarway to the cab problem. Specifically, it was predictedthat outcome-orientedstudents,as definedby higher
outcome scores in Interview1, would be more likely to:
1. Ask whethera numberwas requiredin answeringthe questionof the
probabilitythat it was a blue cab.
2. Encodethe question,"Whatis the probability. . . ?"as the question,
"Whatcolor was the cab?"(this encodingbeing indicatedby qualitative responsessuch as, "I think the cab was blue").
3. Basea numericansweron a "loose"or qualitativeinterpretationof the
evidencethey thought relevant.
Codersfor this problem(and for the other three problems)were myself
and a graduatestudentwho was blindboth to the natureof Interview1 and
to the hypothesesbeing tested. Interraterreliabilityfor coding the three
categoriesof the cab problemwas estimatedby correlatingthe set of ratings
of the two coders(r = .759). The scoringrule appliedwas that both coders
had to agreethat a particularcategoryof statementhad beenmade for it to
be counted.
The threeresponsecategoriesfor the cab problemare listeddown the left
of Table 3. Studentsare orderedacross the top of the table accordingto
their outcome scores on Interview1. The Interview1 outcome scores are
provided below the student numbers, with scores increasingtoward the
right of the table. The checkmarksindicate the studentswho made each
particularresponsetype. For example,Student1 (S1), who had an outcome
scoreof 2 on Interview1, madeboth a "numberinquiry"and a "qualitative
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statement" in response to the cab problem. To the extent that outcome
scores predict responses in Interview 2, the checkmarks in Table 3 should
become more numerous toward the right of the table.
To quantify the relationship between outcome scores and performance on
the problems used in Interview 2, student scores were generated on each
Interview 2 problem by adding the number of checked response categories.
These problem scores were then correlated with the outcome scores from
Interview 1. The correlation between scores on the cab problem (which
could range from 0 to 3) with the outcome scores from Interview 1 was r =
.586 (p < .025, one-tailed).
An examination of various students' statements suggests that the percentages given in the cab problem were not interpreted as probabilities but
rather were used to formulate a definitive statement about the color of the
hit-and-run cab. Given that the goal of the outcome approach is to
determine what will or did occur, the question concerning probability is
translated into the question "What happened?" as indicated in the following
response (from Student 1):
So you want to know if I think that's right-if it was blue. Well, I
would say it would be blue rather than green-just the fact that this
really isn't important - the 85%oare green, 15% are blue. I mean there
are still a substantial amount of blue cabs out there. But the fact that
the guy said-well, the court said that "in 80% of the cases you
identified the right color." And the guy said he saw blue. He doesn't
say "I think I saw blue." He says, "I saw blue." So I would go with
blue.
In the cab problem, students were asked specifically for the probability
that the cab was blue. A query of whether a number was required was
considered consistent with the yes-no feature of the outcome approach.
When students asked if a number was wanted, I hesitated to allow them to
clarify the question, and then if they did not continue, I asked what the
alternative was to giving a numeric answer:
Sll: Let's see. Am I looking for a number as opposed to like-Am I
looking to say, "It's 80% probability that it was a blue rather than
green?" Is that what I'mI: What's the other option? How else would you prefer to give that?
Sll: "Sure, it could have been a blue cab." [Laughter] No,-just that
it would have been a strong-it was more likely as opposed to less
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likely. Kind of like this fit in. More positiveas opposedto a definite
numberpositive.
Centralto the goal of specifyingwhat will happenor did happenis the
focus on singletrials:Questionsof uncertaintyare viewedas pertainingto
a particulareventas opposedto a set of events. Student5 justifiedignoring
the base-rateinformationon the groundsthat the occurrenceof a particular
event was at issue, and that informationregardinga class of events was
irrelevant:
It really doesn't matter how many cabs there are in the city. What
you'rethinkingaboutis this one particularcab, whetherit was blue or
green. And since the guy was usuallyright, he's probablyright.
As suggestedin this excerpt, the witness identificationcan be seen as
applyingto the individualevent (the color of the errantcab) in a way that
the base-rateinformation cannot. Using the base rates would seem to
require regardingthe particularaccident as one of a set of accidents
involvingthe two cab companies.To the outcome-orientedindividual,this
is not relevantto the question;what mattersis this particularaccident.It is
evidentin the precedingand followingexcerptsthat the witnessidentification is not viewed as one of a class of similaridentifications.Rather,the
outcome-orientedindividualmay assignthe attribute"prettyreliable"to the
witness and thus to the witness'sidentificationof the errantcab's color
based on the accuracydata collectedby the court. It may be in the process
of assigningthis attributethat students"letgo" of the specificmeaningof
the 80% and give a confidencevalue for their belief that the cab was blue
that is only loosely based on the 807o estimateof the witness'saccuracy.
S8: And sincehis visibilitywas prettyclear,andjust on that- I'mnot
eventakingthesenumbersso muchas just, you know, conceptualizing
it. Sincehe saw it was blue, andthere'smoreof a chancethat he'sright
as seeing it as blue, that he saw it correctly.So I'll say that.
S3: 80%just becausehe had- his percentagecorrectbeforewas 80%,
so it makessense that he, probably-chance 80% that he got it right
this time.
I: Okay.
S3: Maybebetter.
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I: Can you explain why you think it might be better than that?
S3: Well, because more than not he got them right when they tested
him before. So that's why it would be possible that he'd be more than
80%.

S13: Yeah-that he did guess, more than he didn't, the right colors.
So I'd go with the blue. I'd say that it was a blue one.
I: And how about just an estimate of what the probability would be,
or a guess.
S13: I want to say just 80 ...
I: Is that 80 based on this [pointing to 80% witness accuracy]?
S13: No. I'm just trying to find - I'm just trying to think of something
that's closer to 100-like over to more of a chance that it happened.
Bone 2 problem. Given another opportunity to decide which side of
the bone was most likely to land upright, it was predicted that outcomeoriented students would prefer to consider the physical features of the bone
rather than frequency data. It was also predicted that, when asked how a
statistician would determine the probabilities associated with each side of
the bone, outcome-oriented students would express the belief that various
physical features of the bone would be taken into account.
Scores for this problem could range from 0 to 4 based on the following
four response categories:
1. Frequency data was not the first-choice information for determining
the most likely result of rolling the bone.
2. The second choice was not frequency data.
3. Physical properties of the bone were used in predicting the results of
10 trials.
4. It was believed that a statistician would consider physical properties in
determining probabilities associated with rolling the bone.
Performance on this problem is summarized in Table 3. The interrater
reliability for coding students' statements with respect to these categories
was 100%. The correlation between scores on the bone 2 problem and the
outcome scores from Interview 1 was r = .782 (p < .005, one-tailed).
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As predicted, outcome-oriented students were more likely to believe that
a decision about the probabilities of various sides of the bone landing
upright should be arrived at by considering the physical features of the
bone. One hypothesis to account for why they preferred a physical to a
statistical analysis is that the physical features of the bone might be viewed
as a more stable source of evidence when compared with frequency data,
which can fluctuate from sample to sample. This seemed to be the rationale
given by Student 12 for basing predictions on an inspection of the bone.
Asked why she thought the data from 100 rolls were unimportant, she
replied,
S12: Well, because what they did may not be-it's sort of chance, you
know, that happened. If the same 16 people did the same 100 rolls, it
would probably be different the second time. It just doesn't seem a
very specific kind of statistic.
I: And why do you think it would be different?
S12: Things change. I don't think anything duplicates itself exactly
the second time.
I: How about the results I got in 1,000 rolls?
S12: Yeah, that too is kind of iffy. If you did the same thing over
again, plus a second 1,000 rolls-I mean, you could go on for 2,000
rolls or whatever, and I don't know if it really would tell you much.
Then again, I could be wrong.
A second hypothesis to explain why a physical analysis might be preferred
is that physical properties may be viewed as causal agents of what one wants
to predict, whereas frequency information is not. The interviews, however,
provided no compelling evidence that this was the case. One student did
express the belief in Interview 2 that the physical properties were "real
evidence" in contrast to frequency data. Asked to explain how she decided
that D was the most likely side, she responded:
S3: Well, just 'cause it's flatter on the underside, so it's more likely to
land on that side than it would on any other place.
I: Are you using this information at all [the results on her last 10
rolls]?
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S3: Maybe a little, yeah. I suppose. Well, I looked first and thought
that was reasonable, so ...
Asked how a statistician would determine the probability, she first
mentioned surface area. Asked if they would use anything else, she replied:
S3: Well, they would probably make rolls themselves and see how it
comes up. But I don't know if they would use that for real evidence or
whatever.
I: You feel like the results of what you got isn't real evidence?
S3: Well, yeah. It has some. But there must be some, you know, like
measuring the sides, and that must be a little more precise than my
rolls.
This last statement suggests that she regards the properties of the bone as
more valid evidence, because it is easier for her to think of them as being
measured precisely.
Students 5, 11, and 13, who also considered features of the bone to be
important for determining probabilities, suggested that they should be used
in conjunction with, rather than to the exclusion of, frequency data:
I'd take number 3 [results of 1,000 rolls], and I'd look at each surface
of the bone that had come up and compare it to the number of times
it had gotten up and see why it had so I could decide whether or
not the results were accurate, according to the shape of the bone.
(Student 5)
In predicting 10 rolls, Student 5 inspected the bone carefully to decide
how he would allot predicted frequencies to B and C because, according to
him, they were so close in frequency of past occurrence. His explanation of
how a statistician would estimate probabilities was consistent with the
approach he had employed:
A statistician would count a great deal of weight to the center of
gravity and how it related and, taking your results [from 1,000 rolls],
would come up with a bunch of statistics that would probably reflect
fairly accutately your results, with perhaps some modification according to what he thought the structure of the bone gave out.
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Student 11 used only frequency data to make predictions about the bone,
but expressed the belief that a statistician would, in a "joint effort,"
supplement these with an analysis of physical properties:
Sll: 'Cause you'd roll the bone and get a rough idea of the probabilities, whatever they are-yeah, probabilities-and take it to have it
analyzed to figure out if, structurally, you can understand why
these - you know. You assign these particular values to each face, and
then through comparing both, justI: But I might want to modify what I had got rolling it?
Sll: Yeah. It's just kind of like added significance, or not significance-added sureness, or whatever-belief in your percentages.
In summary, the tendency to view physical properties of the bone as
important in the determination of probabilities of the various landing
orientations is correlated with measures of the outcome approach obtained
from Interview 1. Physical properties appear to be regarded as information
at least on a par with frequency data in making predictions.
The correlations between performance on Interview 1 and the first two
problems of Interview 2 suggest that students' outcome-oriented responses
were consistent over time and problems. The last two problems were
designed to elicit responses that had not been observed in Interview 1 but
that would be consistent with the outcome approach. Thus, predicted
performance on these two problems provides more compelling evidence of
the validity of the outcome approach.
Painted-die problem. In the painted-die problem, students were first
presented a die and then six stones, both of which consisted of five
elementary outcomes of one type (black) and one of another (white). They
were asked to predict whether in six trials they would be more likely to
observe five blacks and one white, or six blacks. Theoretically, the former
is more likely, the probability of exactly five blacks being .402, the
probability of six blacks being .335.
It was not expected that any student would be able to generate the
binomial expansion to compute these probabilities. It was expected, however, that knowing that the probability of white being rolled was 1 in 6
might allow them to infer that on average they could expect to get one white
in six trials, which is also the modal outcome. Even failing this line of
reasoning, one would predict on the basis of the representativeness heuristic
that people would believe five blacks to be the more likely outcome because
it looks more like and, in this case, is identical to the population
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distribution. Kahneman and Tversky (1973) reported results on a similar
problem involving drawing cards with replacement from a deck in which
5/6 of the cards were marked X and the remaining 1/6 were marked O.
They found that 87% of their participants judged five Xs and one O to be
more likely than six Xs.
In contrast, it was predicted that outcome-oriented participants would
regard six blacks as the more likely outcome. In the outcome approach, the
primary unit of analysis is the individual trial. Application of the representativeness heuristic in this problem requires a focus on predicting the sample
result rather than the individual trial results. Given a probability value, the
outcome-oriented individual arrives at a prediction of an individual trial by
deciding which yes-no or I-don't-know decision point is closest to the
probability value. Thus, rather than viewing 5/6 as a value related to the
expected relative frequency of blacks in randomly drawn samples, it was
predicted that outcome-oriented individuals would interpret 5/6 qualitatively, giving it the approximate meaning, "The next trial will almost
certainly result in a black." When asked to predict the most likely outcome
for six trials, rather than using 5/6 to form an expectation for the sample of
six trials, they may arrive at a prediction by concatenating their expectations
of each of the six trials. Because this prediction is more qualitative than
quantitative, it was expected that outcome-oriented students would more
frequently say that six blacks are more likely, and that they would also
believe that the ratio of blacks to whites over a larger series of trials will
remain above the normative value of 5:1.
Scores for the painted-die problem had a possible range of 0 to 3 based
on the following three categories:
1. Six black stones were judged as more likely than five blacks and one
white.
2. Fewer than 10 white stones were expected in 60 trials, or, on average,
more than 6 trials were required to get a white.
3. The probability of a black on the first trial was estimated to be above
5/6 or above 84%.
Individual performance is noted in Table 3. Interrater reliability for
coding the painted-die problem was 100%. The correlation between scores
on this problem and outcome scores from Interview 1 was r = .616 (p <
.025, one-tailed).
Excerpts from the interviews indicated that, as suggested, students solved
the problem by imagining a single trial for which the probability of black is
overwhelming, and then extended this prediction over trials to arrive at the
conclusion that six blacks was the more likely outcome.
Student 7 initially stated that the probability was 5/6 for a black. Later
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he stated that 6 blacks was more likely than 5 blacks, 1 white, and that 10
or fewer whites would occur in 60 trials:
Well, I think it's-the white's there, but-I'm not exactly sure what
I'm trying to say. Just because the odds are always the same. There's
only one of them in there. So even though it's six rolls and there's six
things in there, there's only one or the other that's going to come up
each time. And that-chances are better than five to one, one of the
five blacks is going to come up.
Similar reasoning is demonstrated by Student 15.
Because it's a higher probability of getting a black side because there
are more black sides, and so there's more probability that when you
roll it, you're going to get a black side instead of that one white side.
Student 3 combined the "more blacks" rationale with the reasoning that
the sampling-with-replacement procedure does not guarantee white:
Probably more likely to get all black just 'cause-I don't know what
percentage, but most of the die is black, so it's going to come up on
that side. 'Cause you're not going to roll it on a different side each
time you roll it, so that it's bound to come up one of those six rolls.
So it probably would be black on all of them.
Student 5 believed that rolling six dice at once would result in five blacks,
but that rolling the same die six times would result in six blacks:
Well, each roll is a separate entity. You roll it, and a side will come
out. You don't roll all six at one time. So likelihood is that each time
it comes out, the side that has the dominant color, which is black, is
the color that'll come out.
He finally rejected this reasoning, favoring five blacks in both cases. His
initial response, however, provides a good example of what is being
regarded as the outcome approach to this problem-that of imagining the
results of one trial as almost certainly being black, and, by extending this
qualitative judgment, concluding that six blacks are more likely over six
trials. It is especially significant that this student began thinking differently
about the problem when he imagined all six trials occurring at once,
changing his focus from six single trials to a set of trials. (A similar belief
in a difference between flipping one coin repeatedly and several at once was
defended by the 18th-century mathematician, D'Alembert. For an inter-
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esting account of this and other of D'Alembert'sunconventionalbeliefs
about probability,see Todhunter,1949.)
Modeling problem. The modeling problem was designedto test an
implicationof the causal featureof the outcome approach.Accordingto
the outcome approach, frequencydata are not consideredas reliablefor
predictingoutcomes as are phenomenathat are causally related to the
outcome. This being the case, it was predicted that outcome-oriented
individualswould hold that if the causal featuresof a setup were altered,
outcome frequencies for that setup would change accordingly. In the
modelingproblem,studentswereaskedif it would be possibleto construct
an urnmodelof the bone to generateresultsthat wouldbe indistinguishable
from resultsobtainedfrom rollingthe bone. Studentshad been introduced
to the modelingconceptin the painted-dieproblem,whereit was suggested
that randomly sampling with replacementfrom an urn containing six
identicallyshapedstones would be the same as rollinga fair die. I assumed
that most studentswouldacceptthis comparison,becausethe most obvious
physicalfeature- the symmetryof the six sides- was maintained.With an
urn model of the bone, however, the importantphysical aspects of the
bone-its irregularlyshaped sides and unequal weight distribution-are
transformedinto unequalnumbersof objects that are identicalin weight
and shape. I predictedthat outcome-orientedstudents, focusing on this
difference,would expect the data obtained from conductingtrials on the
two setupsto be distinguishablein some way.
Scores for the modelingproblemcould range from 0 to 4, accordingto
individualperformancewith respectto the following four categories:
1. The urn model was rejectedin the case of the die.
2. An urn model was not generatedin responseto the probe, "Is there
some containerthat I could fill with some numberof letteredstones
that would give resultssimilarto rollingthe bone?"
3. The suggestionwas rejectedthat the bone could be modeledby filling
a can with 100 labeled stones correspondingin numberto a statistician'sprobabilityestimatesfor each side.
4. A can filledwith labeledstonescorrespondingin numberto the results
of any large numberof trials with the bone was rejectedas a model.
Interraterreliabilityfor coding with respectto these four categorieswas
r = .93. The correlationbetweenthese scoresand the outcomescoresfrom
Interview1 was r = .508 (p < .05, one-tailed).
The reasonsgiven by studentsfor rejectingthe urn modelsare congruent
with the hypothesisthat, in their analysis,importantcausal featurescould
not be duplicatedin the urn models. Students3 and 13 stated that the urn
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model was inappropriate in the painted-die problem. They expressed
concern not over the corresponding features of the die and stone-filled urn
per se, but over the differing sampling procedures in the two cases:
S3: I think maybe the white side of the die would come up more, just
'cause you don't have any control over that [makes an imaginary roll
of the die] -well, not that you do with the pieces. . . . You're putting
your hand in there and taking out. I just, I don't know why, but I
don't think you'd pick the white one as often as the white side of the
die.
S13: I just think grabbing something out-if you're grabbing it out, I
think it would be more probable of being white. I don't know exactly
why I'm thinking that way, but with this [die] I just [rolls die] - I don't
know, tossing something just seems less of a chance, but picking
something out seems more of a chance. You'd think it would be the
other way around, though. But I don't know ....
In the following excerpts, students explain why an urn model is inappropriate in the case of the bone. That the bone has six sides, uneven surfaces,
and is rolled rather than drawn from are all facts mentioned as important
differences between it and an urn filled with labeled objects.
S3: Probably be more likely to get no Es with the container full of 100
pieces. Just-well, there is a slighter chance that it would come up,
and there's six sides. So that's why I think it's more likely to come up
on the bone.
I: Because?
S3: Because there's only six sides ...
S6: Probably it would be more likely to get no Es from the bone,
'cause the bone has to stand like that, and it would be easier just sitting
in there. They don't have to-it's not like there's anything to do with
the way it can stand and stuff like that.
[D] might be more likely from the bone. I don't really think you can
say, but it just might be just because the Ds are all mixed up in the can,
whereas in the bone, that's the easiest side for it to land on. That's the
most-that's the way it stands easiest, so you might get it more times
in a row in the bone.
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S7: You could easily pick up 100 of them without hitting an E. You'd
have more trouble tossing the bone so you didn't come up with an E.
I: And why is that again?
S7: It just seems like because you're picking them out you could just
miss one of the Es.

S15: These stones and the die are uniform, and each side is the
same-it's the same surface. And this [bone] is all different. So this
will affect-the shape of the side will affect the way it's going to roll.
Like it would be harder for it to stand up on E like that. So you'd have
to replicate the little indents and stuff like-so you couldn't make ayou couldn't turn it into six stones or something like that.
The persistence demonstrated by students in insisting that the bone could
not be modeled was particularly impressive. The interview probes were
designed to give them several opportunities to accept a model. They were
given one alternative after another. The independent coder, not knowing
the intention in this probing, discreetly noted in two instances that the
students had been strongly led to accept a model. The other students were
as strongly "led"but insisted repeatedly that the model suggested would not
be comparable to rolling the bone. Attending to the physical features as
opposed to the resultant frequency data of a chance setup appears to be a
deeply ingrained orientation.
As a general indicaConsistency of outcome-oriented responses.
tion of the consistency of outcome-oriented responses across the two
interviews, the outcome scores from Interview 1 were correlated with
overall outcome scores from Interview 2. The latter scores were generated
by adding the four problem scores for each subject. The range of possible
outcome scores for Interview 2 was 0 to 14. Actual scores, which are
provided at the bottom of Table 3, ranged from 0 to 11, with a mean of 5.0
and a median of 3.5. The correlation between outcome scores from the two
interview sessions was r = .797 (p < .005, one-tailed).
As reported in the previous sections, outcome-oriented responses on each
of the Interview 2 problems correlated positively with the outcome scores
from Interview 1. These correlations, along with the overall correlation
between outcome scores from the two interview sessions, suggest that
students' nonnormative responses were fairly consistent, both across dif-
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ferentproblemsand a 5-monthtime interval.In the case of the painted-die
and modelingproblems,the correlationsbetweenInterview1 performance
and problemperformanceare also indicativeof the power of the outcome
approachas a predictivemodel.
GENERAL DISCUSSION
As mentionedin the introduction,it has been suggestedthat two types of
cognitionsare availableto adultsin reasoningabout uncertainty.Theseare
(a) formal knowledgeof probabilitytheory and (b) natural assessments
that become organized as judgment heuristics. Nisbett et al. (1983)
suggested that most adults use formal, probabilistic knowledge when
reasoningabout situationsthat are clearlyprobabilisticand have a simple
sample space. For situations that are less obviously probabilisticor for
which the sample space is less tractable, they fall back on the use of
judgmentheuristics.This accountsuggeststhat, in generatinga probability
value, the majordifferencebetweena formal,probabilisticapproachand a
heuristicapproachis in the method of generation.The meaning of that
value is presumedto remainnormativeeven though the heuristicmethod
used is not.
My results suggest that this account is incomplete,that some people's
responsescan best be understoodas resultingfrom an alternativeinterpretation of probability.This interpretation,the outcome approach,is based
on causalreasoningwith the goal of predictingoutcomesof singletrials. It
is important to stress that the outcome approach is not meant as an
alternativeexplanationof the particularerrorsthat have been explainedby
Kahnemanand Tverskyvia judgmentheuristics,but as an explanationof a
differentset of errors.It is also importantto mentionthat, becauseof the
small samplesize and homogeneityin age and educationof the particular
studentsinterviewed,no conclusionscan be drawnon the basisof this study
about the generalpervasivenessof the outcome orientation.
Problem Variables
In this study the outcome approachhas been portrayedas a belief that
various people hold to differing degrees. As with the use of heuristics,
however,featuresof a problemno doubtcan inducethe use of the outcome
approachamongindividualswho wouldapplyformalprobabilityin simpler
situations.Let us considertwo such features.
Most of the problemsused in this study involvedelementaryeventsthat
were not equally likely, and this feature might prompt the outcome
orientation. Students encounteringphenomenalike the bone roll (e.g.,
loaded coins and die) may no longer think of samplingas resultingin a
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random, chance event and may, therefore, regard a causal analysis as
appropriate.In the extremeit could be arguedthat some studentsbelieved,
for example,that the bone wouldalwaysland in the sameorientation.Such
a belief mightbe motivatedby the observationthat, becausethe bone is not
symmetrical,it is no longer"justchance"that is involved.This observation
might mislead them to believe not that the distribution of outcome
probabilitiesis nonuniformbut that only one outcome is possible. This
account suggeststhat the outcome approachis not an alternativeinterpretation of probability,but simply a result of believingthat loaded coins
always land on one side. If individualsheld this belief, they would be
justified in taking a single-trialapproach.Attachinga probabilityof less
than 100%7
to their predictionin this case could be a valid descriptionof
their uncertaintyof which side would always come up. This account,
however,is not supportedby the data. In the painted-dieproblem,students
believedthat the minorityoutcomewould sometimesoccurbut still seemed
to adopt a single-trialanalysis. Also, after rolling the bone two or three
times, it was clearthat more than one outcomewas possible, and yet some
studentspersistednot only in focusing on single-trialpredictions,but also
in thinkingfrequencydata were not particularlyuseful as information.
For some individualsthe outcome approachmay be maintainedeven in
situations involving uniform outcome probabilitiessuch as flipping fair
coins. Some preliminarydata (Konold, 1988)using items sensitiveto both
heuristic errors and outcome-orientedresponses suggest that outcomeorientedindividualsareless susceptibleto the gamblers'fallacy:Theyreport
that the probabilitiesof getting a tail versus a head after four successive
heads are equal. On closer inspectionthese individualsseem to mean by
"equallylikely"that eitherheads or tails could occur ratherthan that each
has an equal probabilityof occurrence.
The apparentrepeatabilityof trialsis anotherproblemvariablethat may
encourageoutcome-orientedresponses.The weather,misfortune,and cab
problemsmay haveencouragedthe predictionof individualtrialsbecauseit
was not easy to embedthe eventinto a largerset of whichit could be viewed
as a sample(e.g., to embeda particularforecastof 70% chanceof raininto
the set "instanceswhen the forecastersays 70%ochanceof rain").In cases
where trials were obviously repeatable (e.g., bone problem), however,
some studentsstill focused on single trials, even when the probabilityof a
set of those trials was explicitlyrequested(as in the painted-dieproblem).
In summary,repeatabilityof trials and uniformityof elementaryevents
are two problem variables that may influence the application of the
outcomeapproachby inducingpeople to think of single trialsor of causal
factors, respectively.But even in the absenceof such problemcues, some
individuals will apply the outcome approach. This suggests that the
outcome approachis not simplya problem-basedphenomenon.
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Outcome Approach Versus Personalist
Interpretation
When requested, outcome-oriented individuals will attach numeric values to
their predictions. It is clear from the bone and weather problems that these
values are not akin to the frequentists' probabilities. As mentioned previously, the values associated with single-trial predictions appear to reflect
degree of belief. In this respect the outcome approach is similar to the
personalist interpretation; however, there are two important differences.
First, personalist interpretations have been motivated by the desire to put
subjective probabilities on a rational and scientific basis. Thus, among
other requirements in these systems, subjective probabilities of repeated
events should, over a long series of observed trials, closely approximate the
actual frequencies of occurrence:
If a personassessesthe probabilityof a propositionbeingtrueas .7 and later
finds that the proposition is false, that in itself does not invalidatethe
assessment.However,if a judge assigns .7 to 10,000 independentpropositions, only 25 of whichsubsequentlyare found to be true, thereis something
wrong with these assessments.The attributethat they lack is called calibration. . . . Formally, a judge is calibratedif, over the long run, for all
propositionsassigneda given probability,the proportionthat is true equals
the probabilityassigned. (Lichtenstein,Fischhoff, & Phillips, 1981, pp.
306-307)
In explaining why people's probability judgments are poorly calibrated,
Tversky and Kahneman (1982) suggested that because people do not
naturally group events by their judged probability, they never have available the data that would permit them to make the necessary adjustments.
Results on the weather problem suggest that, even when events are explicitly
grouped in the appropriate way, these data are not used to evaluate the
quality of probability estimates. The outcome-oriented individual appears
uninterested in calibration as defined above but is interested instead in
whether or not, on a particular occasion, a "correct" prediction can be
made. If a nonpredicted result occurs, the prediction was wrong and the
confidence value, if assigned, was too high.
The second and related difference between the outcome approach and the
personalist interpretation is in the treatment of frequency information.
Because a goal in a personalist interpretation is to be calibrated, the
frequency of past occurrences of some event, when available, is used to
formulate or adjust the initial probability. In the outcome approach,
frequency data are not directly used to formulate confidence. It is especially
clear in the cab, painted-die, and bone problems that frequency informa-
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tion, when considered, is first translated into a more qualitative belief from
which a numeric confidence can be generated subsequently if it is requested.
A similar two-stage process of generating subjective probabilities has been
suggested by Adams and Adams (1961) and more recently by Koriat,
Lichtenstein, and Fischhoff (1980).
To assess one's confidencein the truth of a statement,one first arrivesat a
confidencejudgmentbased on internalcues or "feelingsof doubt". . . . The
judgment is then transformedinto a quantitativeexpression, such as a
probabilitythat the statementis correct.(Koriatet al., p. 108)
It should be added that the latter step of quantifying internal cues is
probably not an essential component of the outcome approach outside the
laboratory. It seems to be done, often grudgingly, only if a request for a
percentage or probability is made. In the outcome approach, discriminating
among small differences in the strength of these inner feelings is unnecessary. Given the goal of predicting the most likely outcome on a particular
occasion, one needs to be aware only of which outcome is associated with
the strongest inner feeling. It is difficult to imagine, in fact, how quantifying one's confidence could aid the decision-making demands of most
day-to-day situations.
On the other hand, not being able to translate relevant quantitative
information into belief strength is surely a handicap. Two possible reasons
for this reluctance in using frequency data were mentioned previously: (a)
that frequencies are viewed as an unstable source of evidence and (b) that
they cannot be causally related to future events. Given only frequencies of
past occurrence to predict future occurrence, it seems that the prediction
would necessarily reflect the uncertainty represented in the distribution of
past occurrences. But the outcome-oriented individual apparently has not
accepted uncertainty as inherent in certain domains. They may even believe
that someone who has mastered the mathematics of probability can predict
the successive results of rolling a bone. As Student 9 responded, "If I were
a math major, this would be easy."
Outcome-oriented individuals base predictions not on frequency data but
rather on data that are deterministically linked to the event of interest. The
importance of causality in making judgments under uncertainty has been
demonstrated in a variety of contexts. Azjen (1977), Nisbett and Ross
(1980), Tversky and Kahneman (1980), and others have demonstrated that
distributional information is more likely to be incorporated into probability
estimates if presented in a way that strongly implies a causal link between
features related to the data and the event of interest. Similar to the
event-sequence reordering observed in responses to the misfortune problem,
people given biographies of deviants tend to reconstruct the information so
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that the plight of the "victim"can be viewedas an inevitableresultof life
events (Rosenhan, 1973). Also, the betting behaviorof gamblersand the
way in which they toss dice suggest that they believe they are controlling
outcomesof chanceevents (Goffman, 1967).
If the outcome approachis a valid descriptionof some novices'orientation to uncertainty,then the applicationof a causalratherthan a black-box
model to uncertaintyseems the most profound differencebetween those
novices and the probability expert and, therefore, perhaps the most
importantnotion to addressin instruction.As long as studentsbelievethat
thereis some way they can "knowfor sure"whethera specifichypothesisis
correct,the betterpart of statisticallogic and all of probabilitytheorywill
evade them.
In this study, however,the preferencefor causal over stochasticmodels
has been linked to the preferencefor predictingoutcomes of single trials
ratherthan sampleresults.As Kahnemanand Tversky(1982)conjectured,
"Peoplegenerallypreferthe singularmode, in which they take an 'inside
view' of the causal system that most immediatelyproducesthe outcome,
over an 'outsideview'whichrelatesthe case at handto a samplingschema"
(p. 153). The fact that these two tendencies are not independent,but
logically support one another, may explain in part why probability, as
taughtin the classroom,seemsso foreignand difficultto masterfor many.
Althoughthe applicationof causalreasoningto stochasticprocessesmay be
the most salient difference between the outcome approach and formal
theory,it may be morefruitfulinitiallyto havestudentsfocus on predicting
sample results as opposed to single outcomes, thereby motivating a
distributionalschema.
Instruction

in Misconception-Rich

Domains

Thereis a moregeneralimplicationof this and similarresearchinto people's
conceptionsof probabilityand statistics,and that concernsthe difficulties
inherentin the teaching of domains in which people are known to hold
strongpriorconceptions(or misconceptions)that are at odds withconcepts
centralto the domain. In this regardstudentsof probabilityand statistics
and of physics face a similar problem. Beliefs students hold prior to
instructionin physicsand in probabilityand statisticsinterferewithlearning
the conceptsintroducedin the course. It is unfortunatethat these misconceptions do not prevent many students from learning a host of the
associatedquantitativeskills, becausesuch skills can erroneouslyconvince
both teacherand studentthat the domainis being learned.
In physics education it has recently been advocated that instruction
should encourage students to recognize and resolve conflicts between
normativeconcepts and erroneousintuitions (McDermott,1984). Several
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researchers(e.g., Clement, 1987; Hake, 1987;Minstrell,1984) have demonstratedthat physicsinstructionspecificallydesignedto addressvarious
misconceptionscan be effective. Their approachincludeslaboratoryexercises designedto demonstratecounterintuitiveresultsand promotestudent
discussion, problems that require qualitative rather than quantitative
solutions, and presentations that explicitly contrast normative with
nonnormativephysicsconcepts.
It has been suggestedthat a similarapproachis necessaryin the case of
probabilityand statistics(Garfield& Ahlgren, 1988). In fact, the research
of Kahnemanand Tverskyhas alreadyinspiredcurriculameant to alert
studentsto theiruse of heuristicsand to how these heuristicscan lead them
astray in judgments of uncertainty (Beyth-Myron & Dekel, 1983;
Shaughnessy, 1981). My results suggest additional misconceptionsthat
ought to be taken into account in the design both of probabilitycurricula
and of instrumentsmeant to assess conceptualunderstanding.Given the
currentefforts to incorporateprobabilityand statisticsinto the traditional
K to 12 mathematicscurriculum,such research ought to warn of the
difficultiesthat some studentswill encounter,and serve as a guide to the
conceptualareasthat an effective curriculumwill need to plumb.
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APPENDIX

Problems: Interview 1
Weather Problem
What does it mean when a weather forecaster says that tomorrow there is a 70% chance of
rain? What does the number, in this case the 70%, tell you? How do they arrive at a specific
number?
Suppose the forecaster said that there was a 70% chance of rain tomorrow and, in fact, it
didn't rain. What would you conclude about the statement that there was a 70%0chance of
rain?
Suppose you wanted to find out how good a particular forecaster's predictions were. You
observed what happened on 10 days for which a 70% chance of rain had been reported. On 3
of those 10 days there was no rain. What would you conclude about the accuracy of this
forecaster? If the forecaster had been perfectly accurate, what would have happened? What
should have been predicted on the days it didn't rain? With what percentage chance?
Misfortune Problem
I know a person to whom all of the following things happened on the same day. First, his
son "totaled" the family car and was seriously injured. Next, he was late for work and nearly
got fired. In the afternoon he got food poisoning at a fast-food restaurant. Then in the evening
he got word that his father had died. How would you account for all these things happening
on the same day?
Bone Problem
I have here a bone that has six surfaces. I've written the letters A through F, one on each
surface. [Student is handed the bone which is labeled A, B, C, and D on the surface around
the long axis, and E and F on the two surfaces at the ends of the long axis.] If you were to roll
that, which side do you think would most likely land upright? How likely is it that x will land
upright? [Student is asked to roll the bone to see what happens.] What do you conclude about
your prediction? What do you conclude having rolled the bone once? Would rolling the bone
more times help you conclude which side is most likely to land upright?
[Student is asked to roll the bone as many times as desired.] What do you conclude having
rolled the bone several times? How many times would you have to roll the bone before you
were absolutely confident about which side is most likely to land upright?
One day I got ambitious and rolled the bone 1,000 times and recorded the results. This is what
I got. [Subject is handed the list which showed A = 50, B = 279, C = 244, D = 375, E =
52, and F = 0.] What do you conclude looking at these? Would you be willing to conclude that
D is more likely than B? That B is more likely than C? That E is more likely than A? If asked
what the chance was of rolling a D, what would you say?
I'm going to ask you to roll the bone 10 times, but before you do, predict how many of each
side you will get. How did you arrive at those specific values? [Student rolls the bone and
records the results of each trial. After the 8th trial, the student is asked:] What is your best
guess of what you will get on the next two rolls? [After the last trial, the student is asked:] How
do you feel about your predictions? If you were going to roll the bone 10 more times, what
would you predict that you would get?
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Problems: Interview2
Cab Problem
[Student is asked to read the cab problem aloud.] A cab was involved in a hit-and-run
accident at night. Two cab companies, the Green and the Blue, operate in the city. You are
given the following data:
1. 85% of the cabs in the city are Green, and 15% are Blue.
2. A witness identified the cab as a Blue cab. The court tested his ability to identify cabs
under the appropriate visibility conditions. When presented with a sample of cabs, half
of which were Blue and half of which were Green, the witness made correct identifications in 80% of the cases and erred in 20% of the cases.
What is the probability that the cab involved in the accident was Blue rather than Green?
[After student gives a numerical response:] How did you arrive at that number?
Suppose the information in (1) were reversed such that 85% of the cabs in the city were Blue,
and 15% were Green. The witness, as before, identified it as Blue and was 80% correct in the
test situation. In that case, what would you say the probability was that the cab involved in the
accident was Blue?
Bone 2 Problem
Last time you were asked which side of this bone you thought would most likely land
upright. Do you remember which side you concluded? [The bone is held far enough away so
that the labels cannot be read.] I'm going to ask you the same question again. And to give you
something to base your answer on, I'll offer you any one of the following pieces of
information. [Student is shown the list as the interviewer reads the items.]
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

A measure of surface area of each side.
The results of 100 rolls made by 16 people.
The results I got in 1,000 rolls.
A drawing of the bone showing the center of gravity.
The bone to look at.
The results on your last 10 rolls.

Which one would you like. Why did you choose that? If you could have a second piece of
information, which would you choose? Why did you choose that? [Students are given both
choices unless Item 4 has been picked. In that case, they are told that the drawing is not
available and to pick another item. The estimate of surface area was in square inches: A =
.028, B = .078, C = .065, D = .169, E = .018, and F = .031. The results of 100 rolls were:
A = 7, B = 32, C = 21, D = 35, E = 5, and F = 0.] If you rolled the bone, which side do
you think would most likely land upright? [Student is asked to predict the results of 10 trials;
then the trials are conducted as in Interview 1.]
Painted-Die Problem
I have here a six-sided die. Suppose I told you that there was a possibility that it was
loaded-that it had been altered so that one side was slightly more likely than the others to
come up. Could you determine whether or not it was loaded? How? Would rolling it help you
determine whether or not it was loaded? Suppose you rolled it 24 times and got the following
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results: [Student is shown the results as the interviewer reads them.] 1-5, 2-2, 3-8, 4-2, 5-4,
6-3. What would you conclude?
In fact, the die is not loaded. Suppose I painted five of the surfaces black and the other one
white. If I rolled the painted die six times, would I be more likely to get six blacks or five blacks
and one white? If I rolled it 60 times, how many times would you expect the white surface to
come up? [This probe was originally worded, "On the average, how many times would you
have to roll the die until you got a white?" After the third interview, it was changed to the
present form, which was easier for students to understand.]
Obviously, I haven't painted the die. But I do have five black stones and one white one. [The
stones were identically shaped pieces from a board game.] Suppose I put these in this cup and
shook it really well. Then I reached in without looking and drew one out, wrote down the
color, replaced it, shook it up again, and kept drawing like that. [This is demonstrated as it is
explained.] Would that be the same as rolling the painted die? If I rolled the die several times
and recorded what I got, and I drew stones and recorded those results, could you tell from
looking at the results which I got from rolling the die and which from drawing stones? I'm
going to draw six stones from the cup, but first ask you to predict what I'll get. [Stones are
sampled, and before being shown the results of each trial, the student is asked to predict both
the color that has been drawn and the probability that it is that color.]
Modeling Problem
You agreed that we could create a model of the painted die by drawing stones from a certain
cup-that that would give comparable results. Would there be a similar way that we could
make a model of the bone so that instead of rolling the bone, we could pick something out of
a container and get the same kind of results?
[Student is given the following probes successively until a model is agreed on or the end of
the list is reached:]
1. How about if we put six stones which have been labeled A through F in this cup and
sampled from it as we did before?
2. Is there some container that I could fill with some number of lettered stones that would
give results similar to rolling the bone?
3. Suppose we took the bone to a statistician and, however it is done, the following probabilities were calculated for each side: [Student is shown the list as the interviewer reads it.] A
was 5 out of 100, or 5%; B was 29 out of 100, or 29%; C, 24; D, 37; E, 5; and F, 0. So, we
took a big can and first put five of these stones which have been labeled A inside. [A large can
and six small containers filled with labeled stones are placed in front of the student.] Then we
took 29 Bs, 24 Cs, 37 Ds, and 5 Es and put them in the container. Then we shook it up and
sampled from it as before. Do you think that would give results comparable to rolling the bone?
4. Suppose we rolled the bone and, say, we got B. We took a stone labeled B and put it in
the container. Then we rolled the bone again, and similarly, whatever we got, we put the
appropriately labeled stone in the container, and we did that over and over. Would we reach
a point when it would make no difference if we rolled the bone or drew from the container we
had filled?
[When, and if, the student agreed on a model of the bone, the following questions were
asked:] Suppose I rolled the bone 100 times and kept track of what I got. Then I drew 100 times
from this can filled with the labeled stones. If I showed you the results from both, could you
tell from looking at the results which I got from rolling the bone and which from drawing
from the container? In the 100 trials with the bone and the container, do you think with one
of those I'd be more likely than with the other to get no Es? Do you think I'd be more likely
with one of those to get more Ds in 100 trials than with the other?

